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Abstract

Cooperative movement in Russia in the late 19th and early 20th century emerges as a unique socio-cultural phenomenon that had economic, cultural enlightenment and educational importance. It provides an original model of modernization development, demonstrating, vividly and explicitly, the complexity and multidimensional nature of Russia’s modernisation process. Cooperation was of enormous educational importance, reforming Russian people’s way of life and cultivating spiritual values. Practical implications of inquiry into the role and experience of the Russian cooperation lie in opportunities offered for contemplation of Russia’s cultural self-identification issues, current economic objectives and public life, both at a regional level and countrywide.
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Introduction

Cooperation in the late 19th and early 20th century Russia is seen as a major modernisation element, with the view to interaction of multiple factors, including institutional structures, socio-political and cultural background, values and ideals and activities of an individual. In the context of history, theorists and practitioners of cooperation explored the very nature of a union or co-existence of people, communities, civilisations, essential elements and mechanism of functioning of a solidary society the arrival at which remains an important idea in Russia today in connection with continued inquiry into approaches to and strategies of Russia’s civilisation development. Russian cooperation was based on traditional meanings and values and accumulated culturally unique features while also embodying progressive elements of the development of the society in its economic, social and political aspects.

Methodology

Currently, a prominent feature of the science of history involves a reflection on anthropologic parameters of social development, its laws and specific features. The anthropology perspective makes it possible to comprehend deep manifestations of the human phenomenon, its place and role in the development of sociocultural processes. The discourse of anthropocentrism and the inquiry into human activity as a factor of modernisation further enhances our understanding of the man’s civil and social stance.

Institutional bases

The study of documents located in the collections of five Russian archives, including state archives of Kostroma, Ivanovo, Ryazan, Tula regions and Moscow’s Central Historical Archives. The large corpus of printed sources and press reports allow us to trace the emergence of the cooperative movement in Russia and major directions of its development, with the central provinces of the Russian Empire serving as a representative sample. That is of major importance because not only it raises researchers’ awareness as to the sphere of economic and socio-cultural history, but also because it helps establish conceptual patterns of functioning of a solidary form of economy the process of fulfilling a range of nationwide objectives.

In pre-World War I period, credit cooperation in Central Russia had embarked on a path of self-determination and defined itself on quite a large scale as an economic organisation. The degree of people’s trust in cooperation was sufficiently high, the fact testified to by a big rise in deposit and loans operations. Loans cooperatives helped peasants to organise their economies on a sound financial basis. Although the share of cooperative funds in the overall volume of transaction of peasant households was one fifth at its highest, cooperation had been rising in prominence as a factor of transformation of the Russian countryside.
Due to the development of credit cooperation approximately 5 bin roubles were invested into agriculture and crafts in the five years preceding World War I. [Korelin A. P. Kooperatsiya I kooperativnoedvizhenie v Rossii, 1860–1917 gg. Moscow, 2009, p. 369.] This provided much needed support to peasant households during the difficult period of Stolypin reforms and benefitted agricultural and agrotechnical modernisation of the most enterprising elements of the countryside.

Credit cooperation, while enjoying most of the success, gave rise to other types of cooperatives, including consumers’ societies, agricultural artels, tovarishhestvo etc. The development of social links of a new type and new means of self-expression exemplified by cooperative institutions and ideology laid the foundations for the establishment of solidary economy in Russia at the turn of the 20th century.

Russia occupied the first place worldwide in terms of cooperative movement development, a number of cooperative societies and their members. Economists estimate that 16—18 million and up to 23—24 million people were involved in cooperation by the beginning of 1917, which, if their families are included in the calculation, comprises 2/3 of economically active population. Researchers emphasise the difficulty of estimating precisely the share of the Russian Empire’s population involved in cooperation because some members belonged to either several types of cooperatives or several unions of a single type. If we include family members in the estimate, nearly half of Russia’s population (estimated to be 171,900,000 as of January 1st 1913 [The figure serves as a starting point for calculation according to the data used at the All-Russia Exhibition held in Kiev in 1913. Cf.: Kooperatsiya Vserossiyskoy vystavke v Kieve v 1913 g. Kiev, 1914; Farutin A. I., “Kharakter I ossobennostikooperativnogodvizheniya v dorevolyutsionnoiRossii, in Uchyonye zapiskiKaliningradskogo universiteta, vol. 4. Kaliningrad, 1970, p. 62.] was involved in the activities of various cooperative types.

The individual or personality dimension of the modernisation discourse in the Russian cooperative movement took the form of predominantly peasant entrepreneurial initiatives that were self-directed and took place on a large scale. Peasants’ active participation in artel-based production made it possible to increase animal farming productivity, making it profitable and competitive. A certain trend had emerged - the cooperatives were usually created and led by the more affluent strata of the rural population.

The experience of cooperative development shows a path allowing for harmonisation of interests, both personal and public, in a multilayered society with plenty of specialised roles and strong differentiation.

**Context**

Focusing on the heterogeneous context of Russian Empire in the late 19th and early 20th century, we can discern the logic of horizontal networking relationships and vertical connections, interaction of interlinked processes and coordination of a variety of practices and forms of public initiative. Russian cooperation served as an important tool in imperial discourse.

The amplitude of the relations between the authorities and the society, as exemplified by the experience of their interactions pertaining to the cooperatives, demonstrates the options enabling to overcome social conflicts and society antagonisms in a peaceful manner in the ongoing process of modernisation.

The cooperation in Russia offered solutions to major objectives of public regulation of the economy from below supplementing substantially the government’s attempts to regulate the economy along administrative and legal lines. The combination of both of these factors brought about new positive advances in the structure of Russian economy.

The part the state was to play in the cooperative movement was not limited to financial support only. The state, in the process of agrarian change, saw cooperation as one of the basic mechanisms of the reforms and attempted to secure support for the measures introduced by the government at a grass root level, among peasants. Having said that, the measures introduced by the authorities were quite moderate. In the period before World War I, the government’s task was not to artificially stimulate the work of the cooperatives, which were sufficiently active anyway, but rather to make sure it is contained within the framework, that was defined by the authorities themselves, taking into account the maturity of the entire movement, including political aspects, i.e. its loyalty to the existing political regime.

World War I unveiled population-wide potential of cooperation and national importance of cooperative economic activities. Cooperative activists were the first to propose the programme aimed at a modernisation of the economy and involvement of the entire Russian society. The programme attached special importance to unifying and coordinating the endeavour of the government, zemstvo, public and private organisations in the war effort and ensuring that the activities underway are well-planned. Implementing defence contracts, which included preparation and sale of dried vegetables, producing army underwear or uniform, the Russian cooperation demonstrated its importance as a genuine force of the economy capable of dealing with major tasks under difficult circumstances. Army supplies had an important impact on the entire cooperative movement.
First, they contributed to a wide proliferation of intermediary operations in cooperation. Second, they led to a growth of cooperative unions. The extent of intermediary operations and the cooperative unification trend may be seen as two sides of a single process of intensive development of cooperation in Russia.

The experience of Russian cooperative movement bears witness to the need of any kind of public activity of self-imposed limits both in the economic sphere and the sphere of politics. For example, the cooperation in Russia proved to be unable to undertake responsibility for production and distribution on a national scale. The attempts to assert cooperation’s monopoly position on the goods and services market could have had dire consequences for the economy. Similarly, devastating effects could have resulted from its complete merger with the state apparatus or from its subjugation to liberal waves of private enterprise.

The cooperation in Russia proved to be an important feedback channel in the interaction hierarchy of the multi-agent system of the society and the authorities, showing the principles on which well-balanced positive relationship could be built.

Self-organisation and self-determination of the Russian cooperation had not emerged per se. Rather, it was an outcome of prolonged multifarious focused endeavor of zemstvo as a unique institute of local self-government, and also that of the state authorities perceiving the opportunities offered by cooperation in bringing about peaceful transformation of the Russian society.

Socio-political and socio-cultural context can be viewed from a specific vantage point allowing to analyse not only the transformation taking place in the social environment but also personal changes that occur in the transformation aftermath. The cooperation discourse was able to unite the cooperative members energy aimed at modernisation with the social power of the peasant mir.

Values and meanings

Axiological factor of modernisation process has currently assumed special importance. The study of axiological element of the cooperative movement in Russia allows to define a hierarchy of core values. It is possible, by analysing the ideology of cooperation and theoretical heritage left by cooperation activists to find solutions to the question of the spiritual and the material in a human being, a hidden potential for genuine creativity of the masses and personal self-actualisation, a balance of liberty and responsibility, individualism and conciliar consciousness, constitutionalism and solidarity.

Cooperation, although a phenomenon of pan-European culture, developed on Russian soil under the impact of national (including regional) features. Civilisation identity, seen from that standpoint, emerges as a distinctive development resource.

Apology of individualism was alien to century-old concepts of commune, or artel, or mir-based labour. The idea of cooperation, on the contrary, struck a deep chord in people’s consciousness. A cooperative is a voluntary union of economic entities that primarily pursue material profit resulting from joint work. An economic model that is principally different from capitalism, cooperation naturally brought together the Christian tradition of human unity or brotherhood with the concept of personal liberty and self-esteem. Strategic objectives of cooperation blended with issues of socio-economic, political and spiritual development of the Russian society.

From their inception, the ideas of cooperation were closely knit with aspirations for free collective labour based on self-regulation principles. They aimed at developing the individual’s desire for labour leading not only to personal enrichment but also to the common good and welfare of the society. Cooperation theorists were convinced that cooperative labour was capable of bringing people to a higher level of organisation and ethical values. The experience of cooperation reaffirmed its important feature that was in contrast with other labour forms - cooperation was capable of facilitating production but also enriching spiritual lives of cooperative members.

The Russian cooperation far extended the boundaries of finance and credit or trading and procurement or other enterprises that were part of its organisational structure. It came to realise a common cultural mission by reforming the entire way of life of the Russian people. The educational and enlightenment factor in the cultural mission of cooperation proves that further modernisation is but impossible without personal self-change.

Humanactivity

Prominent Russian cooperation theorists developed projects aimed at preservation and development of Russian traditions. These profound and responsible writers offered to public conciseness a dissenting view of the Russian modernisation phenomenon, leaving behind the concept of Russia as an ‘underdeveloped’ country’, a ‘second-tire country of economic catch-up’. Modernisation is perceived not as a linear process of a comprehensive ‘westernisation’ of the country or its transformation along certain ‘progressive’ lines.
They studied Russian national culture, its unique features they made appeals to Russian mentality, to genuine Russian traditions that had, for many centuries, accumulated the collectivist experience. Cooperation theorists and practitioners emphasised the need to contemplate goals and motivation, meaning and consequences of the moral choice of the man, cultivating his soul and individuality. Reflection on this issue remains meaningful in the current standoff between ideologies and outlooks across the world, the prevailing moral crisis.

Russian social and philosophical thought created the tradition according to which the state and the civil society had seen the institutional unity of law, religion and family. The concepts laid down by Russian thinkers included the ideas that would later be developed by researchers looking into civil society issues. They were able to demonstrate, for instance, that the very logic of civil society suggests the existence of such social links that bring together the family and other voluntary unions aimed at public welfare. In the focus of public welfare there stands the man as an individual and citizen who takes decisions and accepts responsibility.

It is important to note that the model of civil society was in accord with Russian peasant mentality that was raised on the ideas of communal life (obshchinnost’), solidarity, and consonance. Spiritual and moral values of public life and religious institutions were important integrating factors of social practices that lay at the core of Russian cooperative movement.

**Conclusion**

Interaction between diverse institutional structures, cultural context and individual activity of the human being allows us to conclude that there emerged an effect of natural national synthesis capable to respond to the challenges of the time. It is on this synthesis that the fate of ongoing and discrete Russian modernisation depends.

Cooperation as a solidary economy model was characterised by the existence of multi-agent subject-object relationships that were defined by a combination of personal and public interests, a well-balanced system of vertical hierarchy and horizontal structures with the predominating role of positive feedback in the interaction dynamics.

Diverse practice of cooperation shows that there emerged a mechanism of economy that was most suitable to the national concept of the essence of labour and moral canons of Orthodox Christianity with its faith in spiritual brotherhood of the humanity and triumph of justice. The Russian cooperation, being a sufficiently in-depth reflection of religious and ethical outlook of the Russian people, its image of the existence and a human collective, the nature of labour, economy and culture, became a sort of a practical application of those principles. Owing largely to that circumstance cooperation activists were able to provide fertile soil for people’s self-directed enterprise, creative initiative and energy, tapping into internal sources of social creativity, thus bearing rich fruit and bringing about blossoming of the cooperative movement in Russia.

Inquiry into the experience of the Russian cooperative movement in the late 19th and early 20th century stimulates the search for concrete ways of national and governmental, spiritual, and socio-economic development, contemplation on the groundwork lack of which deprives societies of their stability and core meanings. It is the task of contemporary society to bring about the formation of a solidary society that is based on core spiritual and moral values and norms of Christian ethics.
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